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PAUL PAGK  

I feel as though what I have in front of me is mental architecture, seeking its place in space. 
– Olivier Kaeppelin

Paul Pagk is an abstract painter whose painterly language is one of dualities and discovery. His work invites the viewer 
to slow down the act of perception, that is to ‘look’, ‘feel’, and perhaps ‘see’. While his compositional style 
communicates a minimalist approach to form, Pagk plays with the flatness of the picture plane through his use of free 
hand linework and gestural abstraction, subtle though it may be in places. And yet, it is neither on spatial illusion, nor 
on process that Pagk insists in his practice. The object that is the painting itself is the form of expression, as are the 
finely-tuned oppositional forces and personal geometries he creates to relay flattened, deconstructed subjects, each one 
held in suspension amidst lush fields of singular color. 

The pictorial rhythms inherent in Pagk’s paintings and drawings are unmistakable. The artist’s brushstrokes, both 
broad and finite, have a deliberateness that manifests a fluid mind and breathing hand at work. Like architectural 
blueprints that have shed their skin and rearranged themselves from within, Pagk’s offbeat graphic compositions are 
structurally sound, but not in any rigid or mechanical sense. Whatever illusions and sensations his canvases might 
produce, Pagk’s stated intent is for viewers to “inhabit” his paintings and the spatial constructs therein. 

“The care and attention Pagk lavishes on his paintings, his satiny, almost licked surfaces, show an artisanal sense of 
self-effacing craft; not to the extent of effacing the premise of a maker – Pagk's surfaces are not the featureless, machine 
made skins of Minimalism – but only so far as to avoid loading every gesture with the burden of self-expression.  
… 
There is a stillness and grace to Pagk's work that seems to owe more to a memory of Greek civilization than to any 
modern painter. 
… 
What strikes one most in Pagk's paintings is the abundance of patience, both the patience of their making and the 
patience of how they present themselves to us. Like Brice Marden's monochromes, but in a way all their own, Pagk's 
paintings need a good deal of time to achieve their full effect. This willingness to wait, this lack of anxiety about the 
audience's attention span, is remarkable in so young a painter. (Possibly it is Pagk's mixed cultural background, his 
position as a 'French' painter actually English and Czech–transplanted from Paris to New York that helps him take such 
a long view.)  
… 
While it is true that [his works] are neither ‘last' nor ‘first' paintings, it is equally true that they have their own secrets 
and that these are well-guarded. Like inscriptions in an ancient language, they seem prepared to wait millennia if 
necessary before the world takes cognizance of their importance, their hidden wisdom, their arcane knowledge, their 
complex system of inner harmonies. One knows that, regardless, Paul Pagk will carry on constructing his human-scaled 
pantheons stroke by stroke, that no matter what, his paintings will continue to emit their quiet glow, like 
epistemological batteries." 

– Meyer Raphael Rubinstein

Text excerpt from Meyer Raphael Rubinstein, “Paul Pagk: The Survival of Pagan Geometry,” in Paul Pagk, Paintings and 
Drawings (New York: Thread Waxing Space, 1991). 

Paul Pagk (b. 1962, Crawley, UK) lives and works in New York City. Institutional surveys of his work were recently on view at the Centre 
d’Arts Plastiques, Royan (2022) and the Fondation Fernet-Branca, Saint-Louis (2021), both in France. His work was included 
in Singing in Unison: Artists Need to Create On the Same Scale That Society Has the Capacity to Destroy, curated by 
Phong H. Bui at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York (2022). Pagk’s work is held in the permanent collections of the Fonds National d’Art 
Contemporain (FNAC), Paris; Les Abattoirs, Toulouse; Fonds Régional d’Art Contemporain (FRAC) Picardie, France; Springfield 
Museum of Art, OH, and the Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth College, NH, among others. 
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Jean‐Luc Mouléne Torture Concrete
by Alexander Shulan

MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY | SEPTEMBER 7 – OCTOBER 31, 2014

Jean-Luc Moulène’s Torture Concrete, his first solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery and in New
York, gathers together a group of enigmatic sculptures, drawings, and photographs. Spread over
both of Abreu’s locations, the “sculptures,” a term which Moulène himself disavows in their
description, appear like the amputations of absent, impossible bodies: a bone is suspended in mid-
air like a model in an abstract space, an inflated flesh-colored balloon protruding from it like an
aberrant expansion of skin. In the main gallery, a series of concrete heads (cast from the inside of
Halloween masks) lie on blankets, their partially effaced features reminiscent of the images of
Picasso’s proto-Cubist period or the shattered remnants from the conquest of some fantastic city. A
series of pieces titled “Noeud” (2010-2014), bronze sculptures mounted on thin metal mounts that
extend from the floor, look like contorted hip-bones. They appear as a series of grotesque mutations
of impossible organic forms—ones that could only appear in a scientific textbook or theoretical
drawing.

Torture Concrete is accompanied by the publication of an essay on Moulène’s work by the
philosopher Reza Negarestani, “Torture Concrete: Jean-Luc Moulène and the Protocol of
Abstraction,” in which Negarestani argues that the model of abstraction most often used in
discussions of art and philosophy—the pure separation of thought from matter—is explicitly
challenged in Moulène’s work. Moulène instead proposes that the framework of abstraction creates a
space of “perplexing ambiguity” wherein thought and matter intertwine. Negarestani writes, “There
is something particularly cruel and uneasy about the ambiguity that the procedural framework of
abstraction…establishes between thought and matter … [it] makes thought enter into unsettling
entanglements with precisely that which it seeks to escape.”

It is this territory that Torture Concrete explores quite successfully. A corporeal sculpture,
“Gymnaste (Paris, Summer 2013)” (2013)—an oblong assemblage of steel and grey plaster with a
form resembling a hand bursting forth from its interior
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By Emireth Herrera Valdés

Installation view, Paul Pagk: Queen of Hearts, New York. Images Courtesy Hionas Gallery.

On View

Hionas Gallery
May 19 – July 9, 2022
New York

Upon entering Hionas Gallery’s exhibition of paintings, viewers encounter the largest
painting in the gallery space, Queen of Spades (2019), the piece that gives the show its
title. It resembles the card that depicts the queen of spades flipped and mirrored along the
center axis, producing an inverted portrait. The focal point is the rectangle that convenes
with a triangle washed in white and blue. Paul Pagk manages to slow the viewer's gaze
through vignettes on opposite corners that produce a diagonal axis, and the empty spaces
that give an undertone of silence to the work. The genesis of this painting is indicated
through the white line, left pure and untouched on most of the works to represent the birth
of artwork. This painting orchestrates the rhythm of the show, inviting us to observe the
artist's stylistic evolution from the exploration of patterns to the juxtaposition of the lines
and forms.

As a remembrance of the Brighton Pier on the British Coast, the following painting is titled
The Pier (2021–22). As one moves through this painting, our vision shifts according to the
ambiance. When the natural light hits the canvas, the color absorbs the reflection of the
light, changing its tonality. The continuous yellow line, despite being more subtle, shapes the
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structure. Subsequently, the colorful resonance emerges when the violet establishes a
controlled relationship with the bold color. Although our attention is instinctively focused on
the green volume that expands horizontally, the saturated violet hue appears intermittently,
accentuating the green field as complementary colors. Thus, we discover the profile of a
body suspended on a field but supported on a vertical axis. The object of the painting
occupies a dichotomous state, static and stolid but also with overflowing potential to engage
the infinite horizon.

Installation view, Paul Pagk: Queen of Hearts, New York. Images Courtesy Hionas Gallery.

Sometimes Pagk brings these relational energies into direct conversation with architectural
structures. An early untitled series of fifteen smaller paintings portrays the artist's
exploration of patterns. Vibrant colors, subtle traces, and unfinished lines cause the
audience to gravitate to the figures on the canvas as they float with an unpredictable
rhythm. We can distinguish that one of the qualities of Pagk's oeuvre is the game of illusion.
He puts forth this exhibition to encourage viewers to immerse themselves in the exhibition,
to discover each painting in a way that is not possible to fully appreciate on a screen.

While walking toward Hionas Gallery, my attention was swayed by the sun's reflection
framing Hathor (2021). This positionality brought out the combination of the pink color of
the surface with the yellow and white geometric forms, framing it in delicate light. At that
precise moment, the shadow played over the work as if it were inviting me to explore the
asymmetrical balance of its composition. This painting shows a continuous line drawing an
ascending ladder that, despite its flatness, holds perspective. Its rhythm is accentuated by
triads: three short lines and three small circles. While the white contour of the trace
provides a sense of depth, the small circles seem to pull down the energy of the painting,
injecting equilibrium. The nature of the painting centers the viewer in a meditative moment.
Pagk uses geometrical forms as the vehicle to reflect on one’s passage in the world and the
impossibility of holding onto a single moment.
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Installation view, Paul Pagk: Queen of Hearts, New York. Images Courtesy Hionas Gallery.

For Pagk, “every painting is a discovery,” and Queen of Spades provides an activating
experience beyond the surface of the canvas. It leads us to discover the origin of
architectural scapes in different planes, where the bustle of the city and the noise of our
thoughts vanish. Oscillating between a state of peace and interrupted moments, each
structure that appears is catalyzed by the remnants of our memories. Perhaps the origin of
Pagk's paintings is not only continuity but a suspended turning point for social and cultural
regeneration. After being inundated with the digital world and its manipulated content
consumption, we find ourselves eager to establish a direct dialogue. This exhibition offers
the opportunity to reignite our experiences in the material world.

Contributor

Emireth Herrera Valdés

Emireth Herrera Valdés is a curator and writer based in New York City. She holds an MA in
Art History from the Institute of Fine Arts, NYU. Her curatorial practice reflects her
commitment to socially engaged projects.



Paul Pagk: Rythmes & Structures 
“Vibrato” 
Olivier Kaeppelin 

My first observation is to identify the geometric form, its simplicity and its complexity. Its simplicity of surface 
and its complexity of composition, of movement when we observe it. The figure of the anaphora, if I embrace a 
transposition from rhetoric to visual art – i.e. a process whereby a figure' segment (anaphoric) refers to another 
segment (antecedent) on the same canvas - furnishes me with an interpretation of the picture. The painting 
itself, its skin, calls into question what we can take to be its principle of construction. Interconnected squares, 
rectangles, cubes and parallelepipeds evoke an architecture, straight-line drawing, which, however, find 
themselves altered and led in a different direction by the nature of the line and the treatment of the surface. I 
feel as though what I have in front of me is mental architecture, seeking its place in space. It could be a hut, a 
house, a building. This feeling reassures me because in a monochrome land with no edges, it delineates, it 
defines. The impression is short-lived The ambiguous desire for solidity, the anxious rejection of "a movement 
that shifts the line" is undermined by the character of the lines themselves. Many of them are drawn freehand, 
trembling, set in motion by an infinitesimal sinuosity, barely perceptible but ever present. This insistent 
fragility is not expressed by the drawing alone, but by the painting itself, made up as it is of coloured pulsations, 
of the vibrations secret yet dazzling - of pigments. Paul Pagk's art has the gift of taking us into the painting's 
unstable architecture so that we transcend it, transform it, in a fascinating expansion of space where the 
painting draws us into its movement, from the line to the quivering of the astonishing magnetic fields it 
creates. Our body is captivated, not in one spectacular stroke but step by step, as underlined by one of his titles, 
Station to Station, which, despite the figures of crosses, I see as a reference not to the crosses of the History of 
Art but to David Bowie's song when he wrote: 

"Once there were sun birds 
To soar with 
And once I could 
Never be down 
I got to keep searching and searching 
Oh, what will I be believing? 
And who will connect me with love?" 

Paul Pagk's work contains this repeated searching, whether we call it love, desire or energy, as evoked 
in one of his paintings, Straight No Chaser, which draws on both African-American spirituals and, more 
patently, a cocktail of hard liquor and a Thelonious Monk jazz standard. 

Bowie's sun birds "to soar with" are like this painting, which goes beyond the mere construction of the figure to 
become a springboard, thanks to colour and its overflowing, subtle, vibrant nature, launching into a silent 
intoxication of oscillations that lead into the light substance of air. 

In Paul Pagk's art, these two elements contrast and complete each other. The outlined, bounded forms generate 
driving forces and open surfaces. 

They spark a vivid impression of light. I don't know what sun birds are, but I see them as birds of paradise, 
which are other names given to light. The light that shines through Paul Pagk's paintings. 

The bird of paradise mentioned by psychiatrist and writer Ronald Laing' in The Politics of Experience and The 
Bird of Paradise is breath, the life force itself. It is the expression of the fascinating beauty of colour, of the 
capacity to convey all possible colors with a powerful, undulating flight. Legend tells us that the bird is an 
incarnation which spends its entire life in the air, carried by light alone. It destabilises masses and bodies with 
the interplay of volumes untethered in space, naves free of foundations, their existence random and transitory. 

Olivier Kaeppelin, "Vibrato," Paul Pagk: Rythmes & Structures, Foundation Fernet-Branca, 2021



It offers us the experience of an architecture defined by the constant rocking produced by particles and waves 
underpinning the manifestations of matter. Paul Pagk's paintings are birds of paradise. Which also makes me 
think of the flap of a butterfly's wings; in other words, of quantum physics and what it teaches us about the 
intensely animated existence of colour.  

Tim James? sheds light on the subject when he writes: "When you perceive an object's colour, what you are 
actually detecting are the vibrations in the electromagnetic field. Atoms and molecules harmonise their 
electrons with a specific quantity of energy that corresponds to the energy of the photons emitted or reflected 
(...). 

Electrons moving through water give off a blue glow (….) but appear slightly more purple in air (the colour of 
lightning) and slightly pink or green in the snow. The nucleus of an atom, and the quarks, protons and 
neutrons inside, are, however, utterly undetectable to the human eye. 

Thanks to this dance of perception and non-perception, we have the marvellous surprise of discovering that 
Paul Pagk's paintings, using alternative methods to science, open the door for us to experience mobility, 
diversity and the vastness of the real. 

Originally published in Paul Pagk: Rythmes & Structures (Saint-Louis: Foundation Fernet-Branca, 2021). 



PORTRAIT D'ARTISTE 

PAUL PAGK 

• 

Le lieu ou Paul Pagk se sent reellement chez lui, nous dit-il, est 
« devant des tableaux. » Ne en Angleterre de parents europeens 
d'origines differentes, ayant vecu en Autriche et en France, 
Paul Pagk n'a jamais eprouve le sentiment d'appartenir plus 
specifiquement a un pays plut6t qu'a un autre. Represente tres 
tot dans son parcours d'artiste par la Galerie Jean Fournier a 
Paris, ou ii a c6toye les reuvres d'artistes internationaux tels que 
Shirley Jaffe, Joan Mitchell, James Bishop mais aussi Simon 
Hanta'i', Claude Viallat et Pierre Buraglio dans les annees 1980, 
ii est parti peindre a New York ayant pu trouver la-bas un atelier 
qui lui faisait soudainement defaut a Paris. 

Traverser l'Atlantique pour s'installer aux Etats-Unis a ete 
pour lui le moyen de s'exprimer librement et d'appartenir a la 
communaute sans etre designe toujours comme « autre », mais 
aussi de rejoindre la terre ou se pensait la peinture avec une 
approche plus contemporaine. En installant son atelier a New 
York, ii repond aux reflexions que necessite sa propre pratique. 
II la questionne en la pla9ant au creur de la fabrique d'un art 

Revue Point contemporain #21 

Aurore, 2021. Huile sur toile, 165 x 188 cm. Courtesy et photo artiste 

4 

pictural repense par les artistes du Minimalisme. Une destinee 
qui a toujours ete en germe dans ses peintures et qui l'a mene 
tout naturellement vers cette contree ou la peinture a trouve de 
nouvelles voies d'expression ouvertes par Barnett Newman, 
hero'

i

que, sauvage et sublime, Willem de Kooning, dissonante, 
charnelle et emotionnelle ou encore Marc Rothko, meditative et 
sensorielle. II a eu le sentiment de percevoir les enjeux du travail 
de Dan Flavin ou Donald Judd, de saisir " une autre radicalite 
qu'on ne pouvait pas comprendre meme quand on voyait un 
Barnett Newman a Paris. » 

Cette transition entre Europe et Amerique n'est pas a considerer 
comme un refus de l'art du passe, car pour Paul Pagk cet 
art vit continuellement dans le present. II nous rappelle que 
des peintres americains ont fait le chemin inverse en venant 
s'installer en France pour aller a la rencontre de l'Histoire 
et avancer dans la Modernite. II a eu pour sa part le besoin 
contraire de venir en Amerique pour perdre un peu cette histoire 
meme si la peinture europeenne le nourrit toujours. 

"PORTRAIT D'ARTISTE/Paul Pagk," Revue Point Contemporain, 2021







Bill Clarke, “Paul Pagk,” Magenta Magazine, March 2015
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Paul Pagk
by Bill Clarke

Installation view of ON PAPER: Mamie Holst & Paul Pagk at 33 Orchard, New York, January 15 - March 8, 2015. All

images courtesy 33 Orchard, New York.

Paul Pagk

33 Orchard

New York

January 15 – March 8, 2015

British-born Paul Pagk remains something of a cult �gure among New York painters even
though he has been living and producing work in the city for over 25 years. His paintings
consist of geometric (bordering on diagrammatic) forms, and manage to feel casual and
spontaneous, and yet, at the same time, considered and complex. Pagk does not seem
concerned with producing bodies of work that are visually consistent, but his paintings are
often comprised of compositional elements — shapes, gestures or colours — that allow
viewers to make connections among them if they spend the time.

This terri�c show at this Lower East Side gallery featured over 60 works on 15 x 11-inch
paper titled November Drawings, all produced during that month last year. Like his
paintings, the drawings — tacked to the gallery walls and not titled individually — presented
a wide range of abstract forms rendered in combinations of graphite, pen, watercolour,
pastels and gouache. Pagk worked rapidly in the creation of these drawings, producing
anywhere from three to 20 a day. The �nal selection on display were bursting with energy
and  full of movement, and strongly conveyed a sense of tactility and their maker’s hand.
Picking standouts from among the works is di�cult because there were so many. Some,
like a horizontally elongated indigo triangle set atop a magenta square, or a loosely stacked
arrangement of small rectangles in alternating shades of chartreuse and pink, catch the
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eye with their vivid colour palettes. Others challenged the eye with their intricate networks
of lines, while the rhythmic patterning of others brought to mind the work of artists
associated with the Neo-Concrete movement like Hélio Oiticica and Lygia Clark. The early
abstract expressionist work of Alfred Leslie, another long-time New York-based painter
who deserves wider recognition, also came to mind, so wide-ranging was Pagk’s approach
to mark-making.

These works on paper provided a playful look behind the artist’s painting process, coming
across like a stream-of-conscious inventory of his practice. Pagk’s drawings were hung
alongside a suite of colourful paintings on paper by the Florida-based artist Mamie Holst,
whose work was equally �ne, if more contained formally. Overall, this show, which was
simply titled On Paper, illustrated that contemporary abstraction can be dynamic and
thought-provoking in the hands of the right artists.

Bill Clarke was the Executive Editor of Magenta Magazine Online from its inception in

September 2009 until May 20*.. His writing has been published in Modern Painters, Art

Review, Canadian Art, Artnews and several other publications. In January 20*.5 he assumed

the position of associate director at Angell Gallery in Toronto.
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PORTRAIT 

PAUL PAGK 

En introduction a l'un de ses seminaires, Jacques Lacan 
definit la« geometrie euclidienne », la« ligne droite » et, au
dela, le « raisonnable " comme des fantasmes . Le fantasme 
est ce proche et ce lointain, un desir equivoque vers lequel 
on tend mais que l'on rejette, ii est un double de soi dans un 
espace et une situation reconfigures par son propre desir. 
Travaillant sur les notions de perception, de construction 
de l'espace, de vide et de plein, de presence et d'absence, 
de rationnel et d'irrationnel, Paul Pagk n'a de cesse 
d'interroger ce « raisonnable » par des dedoublements 
repetes que cela soit par les motifs en peinture, les formats, 
la serialite mais aussi par le recommencement du geste 
et du trait, jour apres jour, dans ses dessins . La pensee 
de !'artiste nous devient accessible dans le voisinage des 
reuvres, dans Jes liens qui Jes unissent et qui se manifestent 
lorsqu'il les dispose dans des accrochages mettant en 
evidence la persistance d'une recherche qui dure depuis 
plus de 30 ans. Une recherche a double sens, qui necessite 
des allers-retours et en cela, qui est elle-meme equivoque, 
engageant le corps comme l'esprit, et qui n'a de cesse de 
nous troubler. 

Le dessin est a considerer pour Paul Pagk comme une 
experience qui merite d'etre renouvelee tant ii ne se prete 
ni a une seule interpretation ni a un seul regard. Chaque 
dessin est l'empreinte nouvelle, journaliere, datee, d'un 

« Bien qu'il y ait une certaine 
repetition du precede, 

je veux que chaque dessin soit unique, 
une representation specifique de 

ce moment OU ii a ete execute. 
Une temporalite qui doit se 

sentir dans le dessin. » 

Revue Point contemporain #14 22 

etat encore indetermine. Vraisemblablement, on est « a la 
fois » dans !'unite et la distinction car persistent entre tous, 
un vocabulaire, un volume, des gestes, des situations qui 
s'interpellent. Utilisant depuis 2012 des feuilles de tres grand 
format qu'il fractionne en quatre, !'artiste exprime, tout en 
rendant visible le caractere seriel de ses dessins, l'impossibilite 
de fixer une forme. Des « objets specifiques » pour citer 
Donald Judd, multiples et proteiformes, independants car non 
revisites d'un jour a l'autre, alignes sur les cimaises, qui se 
mettent immediatement en mouvement et en correspondance, 
interrogeant toutes les sensibilites. 

Tout dessin est une memoire passagere qui conserve la 
presence physique de son auteur. L'reuvre est elle-meme un 
corps, une sorte de double dont la structure est a !'image 
de son propre corps, dote d'un epiderme et d'une structure 
interne. Dans certains dessins, !'artiste trace dans un premier 
temps des lignes, « une charpente creusee dans le papier », sur 
lesquelles ii pose une peau de graphite « qui laisse appara1tre 
la charpente en negatif ». Un travail « qui se construit sur la 
memoire. » Travaillant a meme le sol, tout le poids du corps 
marquant la feuille de son passage. Celle-ci devient « un lieu 
d'incision » et par-la meme de revelation. En datant chaque 
dessin, !'artiste a la volonte d'en montrer tout autant !'evolution 
que Jes procedes mis en reuvre. II en souligne aussi Jes 
difficultes d'en restituer par un langage plastique ce dialogue 
acharne entre l'homme et la feuille, cette pensee sedimentee. 

Vue de !'exposition Introspection, Schonfeld Gallery Brussels 2018 

Courtesy artiste et Schonfeld Gallery, Bruxelles 

"PORTRAIT/Paul Pagk," Point Contemporain, 2014







Paul Pagk 
“Drawings from the Series: The Mesquite Drawings” 
Chris Ashley 

About Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space Joan Ockman writes, "…space is the abode of human 
consciousness.”1 In this book Bachelard, "considers various kinds of ‘praiseworthy space’ that attract and 
concentrate the poetic imaginations: spaces of intimacy and immensity,”2 such as rooms, closets, corners, 
cellars, huts, forest, nests, shells, and human bodies, what he calls "primal images." His interest is in how we 
subjectively experience “intimate” spaces as we daydream within them; he writes, "I should say: the house 
shelters day-dreaming, the house protects the dreamer, the house allows one to dream in peace." Dreaming, in 
this sense, means to imaginatively inhabit these spaces, to associate towards and from them, and to feel and 
think about these spaces and our place in them. These primal images are attractive entities of concrete essence 
that transcend memory and hold intimate, fundamental values. 

Paul Pagk’s paintings, larger and materially denser than his drawings, are more heavily worked and layered, 
often undergoing radical changes in form and color during their making. This text’s concern, though these 
comments can also be applied to his paintings, is his "looser," quicker work on paper, in particular The Mesquite 
Drawings, about which Pagk says, "I made these drawings and others in two drawing pads during and after my 
visit to Marfa (Texas) and the Chinati Mountains." 

The spaces and construction in Pagk’s paintings and drawings appear logical but are often slightly and suddenly 
otherwise: they may not abide by the absolute rules of perspective or physics, or are sometimes simply 
incomplete or unexpected. Each work’s image, however, a combination of field, diagram, and gesture, is a 
definite structural place emanating light and atmosphere. Scale may be either or both intimate and monolithic. 
Color is strong yet natural, marks are searching yet confident, surface is built yet porous. Pagk’s work hints at 
primal imagery, presenting a wide variety of spaces of “intimacy and immensity,” and create material situations, 
visual structures, and pictorial space that prompt affective responses, the poetic imagination, and identification 
of and yearning for archetypal places and spaces, and the body’s relationship to these things. While the 
handmade spaces Pagk draws can function as primal images, the several ways he draws does not aim straight at 
archetype but is instead intentionally ambiguous and open for the purpose of varied personal and public 
experience. Using poet Jules Supervielle’s words, which Bachelard quotes (p187), we become: 

Habitants délicats des forêts de nous-mêmes 

(Sensitive inhabitants of the forests of ourselves) 

On paper, using pencil, crayon, oil pastel, and watercolor, Pagk develops and rehearses motifs that may or may 
not find their way into the paintings. His imagery incorporates geometry and nature, design and incident, 
rendering and marks. Spaces and structures are made with line, gesture, colored field, outlining, and overlay. 
Skewed or incomplete perspective creates cubes and open boxes, wedges, channels and canals, planes, frames, 
notches, braces, curves, shells, sprials, and a sense of assembling and collapse. Diagrammatic drawing, 
schematic like a wire frame model and composed of straight, curving, spiraling, and repeated and layered lines, 
make both solid and fragile human spaces. There is the architecture of design and DNA, order and wildness, 
inside and outside, measured proportion and rhizomatic progression, and there is a full sense of light and 
atmosphere, whether natural, urban or artificial. Additionally, and in contrast, there is a touch of the (decidedly 
lower-case) surreal, "the disorienting, hallucinatory quality of a dream; unreal; fantastic."3 But always, as David 
E. Denton’s comment about Bachelard’s images affirms, "The image always breathes the vibrations, the
rhythms of intimacy, warmth, and attractiveness, and always functions on the ‘human plane.’”4

Chris Ashley, Drawings from the Series: the Mesquite Drawings, Some Walls, Oakland, 2011



There is nothing without narrative; that is, everything has a story, and without story nothing exists to us. It is 
how we experience and know and remember everything. To deny narrative is to deny past, present, and future, 
and to deny our relationships to each other and the things around us. To deny narrative of any type in an 
artwork is to be in stark and terrifying existential denial. Narrative in an artwork has multiple strands, the 
immediate of which are: our seeing, reacting to, and thinking about the art work; the evidence of the work’s 
making, the materials, the artist’s hand, and the process; its place in history and relationship to other art; the 
context and institutional frame in which the work is seen; the memory carried away from it; and so on. Pagk’s 
art not only works within and uses these narrative strands, but also allows us entry as sensitive inhabitants to 
the structures, spaces, and forests of the spaces he creates, as well as the structures, spaces, and forests of 
ourselves. This is a complex yet fundamental and necessary visual, intellectual, reflective, and meditative 
function.  

A final Bachelard quote reminds us of the primacy and experience of the kinds of images Pagk conjures: "The 
grace of a curve is an invitation to remain. We cannot break away from it without hoping to return. For the 
beloved curve has nest-like powers; it incites us to possession, it is a curved corner, inhabited geometry."5 

Originally published on the occasion of Paul Pagk: Drawings from the Series: The Mesquite Drawings (Oakland: Some 
Walls, 2011) 

1 Joan Ockman. Harvard Design Magazine. Representations/Misrepresentations. Number 6, Fall 1998. 
http://www.gsd.harvard.edu/research/publications/hdm/back/6books_ockman.html 
2 Gaston Bachelard. The Poetics of Space. Beacon Press. Boston. Translated by Etienne Gilson. 1964. 
3 “Surreal." Dictionary.com. http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/surreal 
4 David E. Denton. Notes on Bachelard’s Inhabited Geometry. Environmental & Architectural. Phenomenology 
Newsletter. N.d. http://www.arch.ksu.edu/seamon/Bachelard.htm 
5 Ibid. 



The pleasure principle 

Franklin Sirmans 

In the state of spiritual clarity there are no 
secrets. The effort to achieve such a state is 
monumental and agonizing, and once achie
ved it is a harrowing state to maintain. In this 
state all becomes clear, and Pollock declared 
the meanings he had found with astonishing 
fluency, generosity and expansiveness.' 

Frank O'HARA 

While art follows closely in the wake of eco
nomic globalism, the speed of international 
commerce, and the most recent advancements 
in communication via internet lines, the 
concentrated effort of looking at "art-for-art's 
sake" has taken a· backseat to visual r�presen
tati6ns of concrete subject matter. It is as if 
the "shanking" size of the globe has fostered 
a desire for ''primitivist" visual consumption 
that has more to do with anthropology than 
visual art. In _this atmosphere, the English 
painter Paul Pagk courageously paints beauti
ful geometric abstractions at the end of the 
millennium in spite of the current fascination 
with global works of representation. Often it 
takes a dead pcet (O'Hara) speaking on a 
heroic dead painter to get at the specifics of 
such an endeavor--the ritual of painting. 
There is this ironic- spiritual sense to be deri
ved from Pagk's paintings. 

Pagk, along with contemporaries like Karin 
Davie, Udomsak Krisanamis, and Amy 
Sillman, are reviving central tenets of visual 
appreciation while creating unique pictures 
that offer·more than visual satisfaction. Much 
of what has come to be perceived as abstrac
tion in the 90s s9mehow references post-
W. W.II versions of abstract expressi_onism -
drips, splatter, and heavy impastces. While not 
shunning references to a sensibility defined as 
"pleasure in paint", Pagk's abstract paintings, 
like those of Mary Heilman, take more overt 
cues from geometric abstraction and minima
lism. Like Jo Baer or Frank Stella, .Pagk fre-

. quently works monochromatically, and like 
Barnett Newman, he employs linear bands of 
paint that echo the edges of the canvas and 
create a compositional form that alludes to 
the optical experience of the viewer's gaze. 
His heavily built up surfaces (Pagk often 
works on a single painting for three months) 
reemphasize the quality of the paint itself, and 
serve to expand the parameters of the visual 
space, represented by painting. Oil is applied 
by brush and reapplied, thickening the skin of 
the paintings' surface. After being worked 
over and refined with a small brush, a sensual 
texture begins to form. Encountering these 
paintings <lees play with a spiritual sense of 
being, if contemplated as I have at Pagk's stu-

Franklin Sirmans, "The Pleasure Principle," Le 19, C.R.A.C. Montbéliard, France, 1999







Paul Pagk: Field Commander 

Adrian Dannatt 

The activity of painting is the most marvelous, elaborate, complete way of making up one’s mind. 

Michael Andrews 

The art work should be a field for noticing. 

Richard Foreman; In The Mind 

The struggle within the process of painting, a struggle with the weight, density and proportion of the problem 
before one, is best frankly admitted. Paul Pagk does nothing to hide the manifold dilemmas that surround the 
simplest rectangle of canvas, the complexity and contemplation each decisions requires, but he is not afraid to 
work, to labour in steady pursuit of what, ultimately, will appear as the only solution. 

Here are the orthodoxies of Greenbergian formalism, the plane, the field, the border, elaborated and exhausted 
by a sense of choice, of potential that Pagk deploys in defiance of the agreed codes for pictorial resolution. These 
are works that do not want to be right, to be attractive, decorative, ideal, but rather will take an essential gamble 
with their elements, often proposing the “wrong” choice, the improbable manoeuver in place of the obvious, 
decreed formula. Pagk plays with the edge of the field, jousts with the limits of his canvas like a bold navigator 
from the middle ages determined to establish exactly where the flat world ends, how far he can push it before he 
falls right off. 

This is the exquisite tension in Pagk’s compositions, between the certainty, the firmness of the forms and the 
hovering doubt of their deployment on the plane, a rare willingness to forms and the hovering doubt of their 
deployment on the plane, a rare willingness to blunder rather than deliver the self-evident. The turning of the 
edge, the abstract problem of the corner is resolved with a firmness that seems arrogant in the best possible 
sense, the strength and self confidence to let oneself be weak. As studies in what Bruce Bernard termed “The 
refusal to be certain where to put the paint” each canvas seeks its own resolution, comes to an understanding of 
itself, with a simplicity that then appears self-ordained. 

These are moral paintings, their gravitas, the profundity of their resolve, is evident. Here we find some of the 
same integrity manifest in the chiaroscuro of Goya or Zurbaran, the sheer depth of colour of Titien, a rich, 
luminous darkness, a seriousness of tone that donates morality to the composition. 

Such comparisons might seemed forced, but it is both formality of structure and profundity of pallete that such 
historic heritage is evoked, not the plastic concerns of Old Masters but rather, and more importantly, the 
cultural and social solemnity of a moral universe, a place of values not conservative but human. 

These are paintings about, well, painting of course, about shade, proportion, shape, colour, texture, about those 
fundamental elements that an artist spends his life working through and against, a mathematical equation 
whose solution can never be finite. 

But they are never exercises in a good taste, in balance, harmony, laws of beauty, their purpose is not visual 
titillation but aesthetic consumation, the giving and receiving of laws, the fulfillment of the task. Such Works 
give the cumulative impression of a biblical hermetic tradition, a rabbinical edict that can only be revoked by 
further, lengthy study of the original issues. Not that these are literary paintings in any sense, for they revoke 
the limitations of the alphabet the sign, by proposing a wider, perhaps deeper arena, in which shape and colour 
replace linguistic ambiguity. 

Adrian Dannatt, "Paul Pagk: Field Commander," Galerie Eric Dupont,Paris, 1992



Pakg presents us with his commandments, carved methodically into the surface of culture, whose laws are fixed 
and immutable for their own universe, only in another world could they be challenged, and indeed once outside 
their private domain they are in immediate danger. 

But for anyone provoked to challenge them, and there is undeniably provocation in their measured, stately 
pronouncement, they defend themselves as any command defends itself, by never heeding the attack, refusing 
to let it into its sphere of power. The only questions being asked here are within the works themselves, tother 
queries or demands, adressed face on, will simply be refused. The arrogance of this proposal is part of its 
character and the core of its integrity. The works are arrogant not because they need to hide their weaknesses, 
but on the contrary, because there are never ashamed of them, they need them. 

Within Pagk’s paintings we are treated to a study in character, where composition and colour hold each other in 
mutual respect, where the final verdict is built from the whole, where we are given nothing that is not needed. 

The curious fact is that you do not judge Pagk’s work, rather it judges you. 

If this seems uneccessarily serious, why not? They are serious because they do not lack humour, sometimes 
catching themselves out at a certain pompous tone, redeeming it by an almost clumsy gesture. 

These paintings are fully aware of their dangerous potential to seem self important or bombastic, and that is 
why they never are. This is the seriousness of a commitment, not to pat resolutions but a reframing of the task 
each time, a commitment that takes time and devotion, shared between artist and watcher. 

If we do not want to give ourselves over to this bond, if we feel we do not have the time or energy to spare, then 
we cannot help but walk away with a queasy sense of loss, of having failed in some minute unfocussed way, a 
small, itching sensation akin to guilt. 

These paintings do not demand our attention, they are solid enough to withstand any amount of rejection or 
neglect, but if we do not give it we know that we have failed ourselves, not them. 

We have failed in our human capacity to look, to study, to receive, to be given even when we are confident we 
have nothing left to learn or accept. These are gifts in the way the tablets of divined law were gifts, rewarding 
only those prepared to obey, and in accepting such apparent dictates discovering that the solution, the 
knowledge, was within themselves all along. 

Originally published in Paul Pagk (Toulouse: Galerie Eric Dupont, 1992). 



On Painting  

Stephen Westfall 

Why, after all the years, the arguments and troop movements, positioned at what some have argued to be the 
end of Art History, why would an artist want to make another painting? Why would anyone want to look at 
one? It's easy to go limp at the sight of stretched canvas leaning face to the wall. It doesn't seem possible to lift 
it around for all the cultural baggage and expectations burdening it down. It carries the weight of a collapsed 
star, a gravitational field that sucks in light. 

Our sense of possibilities is foreclosed almost in inverse proportion to the extent to which we harbor 
expectations. The expectations we bring to painting have for many years been shaped by narrow readings of the 
will to abstraction and the push in Modernist painting to a formal breaking point. The standard formulation of 
the Modernist "advance" in painting states that what was not felt to be intrinsic to the act of painting and the 
apprehension of the result was rejected. It is easy to see how this trajectory of the reductive logic would be 
confined primarily to abstract painting, which already turned from the world of appearances and narrative 
continuity to the language of the diagram and the austere mysticism of the fragment. And now, nearly a century 
after its revolutionary appearance, the disappointment of abstract painting resides in the triumph of its logic 
over its heart, a triumph which has contributed to the estrangement of painting from the concerns of everyday 
life.  

Formalist discourse has failed to address the deep ontological basis for painting, its commemorative function, 
and the nurturing dualities at the core of our experience of the painted surface. There was another discourse 
running parallel and sometimes overlapping the Formalist track, which held that painting had to advance itself 
into the social field. Neither of these viewpoints were wrong, except to the extent that they hardened into 
orthodoxy. Neither presents painting as something that anyone might actually want to do; but instead as a task, 
a duty, a chore serving the advancement of narrowly conceived historical continuities. Somewhere along the line 
a painting has become Exhibit A in a didactic argument for how paintings should be made; instead of 
something to be lived with and looked at over time a painting became something we registered, an event in a 
historical field. Artists themselves talked about "well made" or "good" pictures, as though there was some 
certainty as to what that might be, a paradigm to serve as a gauge against which to measure their efforts.  

It has also become clear that the aesthetic criteria applied to Modernist painting has little to offer the ongoing 
reality of cultural debate. Renaming the world from a fresh consciousness of class, multi-culturalism, gender 
orientation and psychological development currently overrides the contingencies of Modernist aesthetic 
rejuvenation. Those choosing to make abstract paintings appear more likely to suspend or forgo an inquiry into 
our troubled social field. They also appear less likely to question their own aesthetic convictions from this 
shifting dialectical ground.  

To rediscover an enthusiasm for abstract painting in our time one must step outside or away from the formal 
determinist view that has been used from the beginning to explain the very emergence of abstract painting (e.g., 
"Malevich refines Cubism into the square," etc.). The most penetrating discussion of painting restores the 
sense of ritual value to the painting act. Painting is, after all, an apparitional art. Abstract or not, what takes 
place on the canvas is an appearance of another place-light, memory-brought about by the artist's manipulation 
of concrete material on a flat surface. Painting is itself an act initiated at some other time and from some other 
place, the aim of which is to physically and visually manifest itself here before the viewer. In his essay, "Painting 
and Time," John Berger describes painting as an act of prophecy, "of the moment of its being looked at."1  

1 John Berger, “Painting and Time,” The Sense of Sight, (New York, Pantheon, 1985).  

Stephen Westfall, "On Painting," Thread Waxing Space, New York, 1991



To the extent that we apprehend the distance a painting travels we are, before the painting, more deeply inserted 
into the mystery and pleasures of our interlocking realities. It may sound strange to assert that abstract painting 
is particularly suited to the sort of address Berger describes. This is because the recognition of a depicted subject 
is held in abeyance, however temporarily. We are momentarily denied the window space he might count on to 
takes us "out." We are held back from interpretation, however briefly, by the absence of overtly displayed 
content.  

The radical development of abstract painting was accompanied by the apprehension within each artist that he or 
she was breaking away the conventions of pictorial representation. Virtually all the major early abstractionists 
discussed this break in spiritual terms of renunciation, specifically of the material world in favor of the 
transcendental world of "pure feeling," and "pure plastic relationships." Here, then, is the ironic duality within 
which contemporary abstract painting finds its identity, for it is above all a material creation. Whatever absence 
it may describe, is couched in the conditions of its material presence.2 The abstract painting swiftly confronts us 
with the appropriate visual model for painting in general, which is not a window but a wall. Instead of 
dissolving the picture plane into a pocket of deep space, the painted surface functions as wall upon which what 
is far away is brought near. The referential alchemy of the painted surface is a self-renewing revelation. 
Paintings can and will be about anything, but to dissolve the place of painting into the slipstream of aesthetic 
and social content is to deny its incantatory function and essential magic. 

Originally published in Paul Pagk’s Painting and Drawings (New York: Thread Waxing Space, 1991) 

2 “The Place of Painting,” ibid.  



Paul Pagk: The Survival of Pagan Geometry 

Meyer Raphael Rubinstein  

“…the Pythagoreans regarded surface and color as synonymous."  – Aristotle 

Picture a carpenter working with a wood plane, moving his hand and arm back and forth in a straight line, 
rhythmically running the blade over the wood, his practiced hand gauging exactly the resistance of the material. 
With each push away from his body the plane shaves off a thin curl of wood, but the process is not only one of 
taking away for with each sweep of the plane, a new layer of wood appears, slightly different from the one that 
has just been shaved off.  

Or imagine a more domestic scene, a figure at an ironing board, passing the iron over a freshly-washed, 
somewhat wrinkled garment. But this is a novice at the subtle art of ironing, perhaps our carpenter again, 
preparing for a special occasion of some kind, a union meeting possibly, or a wedding, or a heavy date. He takes 
aim at a wrinkle and flattens it down, erases it, with the heavy, steaming iron. But, lo and behold, what is that? 
Another wrinkle! Where there had been none! He makes another pass. It's gone, but at the edges of the iron's 
most recent path, two more have appeared... We'll leave our struggling carpenter (hoping that his shirt will be 
ready in time, that he will master this task, so similar – albeit slightly more metaphysical – to the one which 
provides his livelihood) for we too have an appointment, at a third workplace, at a painter's studio. 

In Paul Pagk's paintings the process of addition and subtraction which all paintings share (at the first stroke, a 
blank canvas becomes exactly that much smaller) is given an especially prominent place, thanks to the patient, 
repetitive motions by which he makes his paintings. Although he permits almost no discrete traces to remain of 
the thousands of individual brushstrokes, it is easy for us to intuit how the forms were brought into being, to 
reconstruct the sensitive give and take where figure and ground meet. (And yes, these are figure/ground 
paintings – it is the occasional positive/negative flip-flop which, by its exception, proves the rule.)  

In several recent paintings where Pagk has slimmed down his carefully hewn, formerly more bulky shapes, one 
becomes even more aware of this oscillating friction between figure and ground. In the untitled square painting 
whose black on ochre recalls so evocatively the paintings on Greek vases, we can see how the darker letter-like 
forms have been shaved down, eaten into, by the surrounding orangish ground, but also how, likewise, the thin, 
dark stripes have struck back, swelling and rippling over the ground [Plate 3]. Through a process of mutual 
erosion, the figures and ground arrive at their slender, balanced proportions. And as Pagk has narrowed his 
shapes, he has also slipped away from the grid in favor of a more linear, freize-like composition.  

Like that other arena of ceaseless give and take, the ocean, there is a fascinating ambiguity about the borders of 
the forms in Pagk's paintings. The more closely we examine them, the more difficult it becomes to tell where 
one begins and the other ends. The edges turn into a vaporous cloud where various colors seem to be 
evaporating into each other.  

It is not only in the present evenness of his paint handling that Pagk reveals his capacity for balance and 
restraint, but also in the overall proportions of his composition, their architecture. Each canvas is broken into 
intervals of varying length whose interrelation provokes a sense of visual justness. In the untitled canvas [Plate 
2] where three thin yellow forms (an I, an upside down and reversed L, a reversed N) stand against a green-grey
background, there is an almost musical sense of progression, reminiscent of the slow measured cadence of one
of Satie's Gymnopédies. (The instructions Satie gave to his three Gymnopédies might almost be applied to Pagk's
paintings: Lent et douloureux, reads the first, followed by lent et triste and lent et grave.)

Meyer Raphael Rubinstein, "Paul Pagk: The Survival of Pagen Geometry," Thread Waxing Space, New York, 1991



This sense of cadence is helped along by the presence of harmonic-like intervals for if Pagk's paintings evoke a 
sense of musical measures, this is because they are so successful in establishing visual ones. Along the top edge 
of this painting, for instance, compare the following intervals: the spaces between the I and the L, between the L 
and the N, and the squared off angle where the diagonal and vertical legs of the N come together. Given a 
compass or a pair of calipers, we would probably find that these were very close in length.  

One can almost imagine Pagk himself wielding such instruments, like Blake's famous vision of Newton seated 
on a rock, plotting the future of physics, or after the fashion of a Greek geometer. Yet as much as Pagk's 
compositions might suggest the harmonies of Greek geometry, his is not the realm of pure mathematics. The 
impurities and imperfections such as the wavering lines, the sense of searching, almost blindly at times, for 
balance, these suggest a highly sophisticated operation being executed with somewhat primitive instruments, 
incapable of the “precision" on which our civilization prides itself, but all the more effective and affective for 
that. Pagk's proportions – always just ever so slightly awkward – and his unassuming marks of handmadeness 
are like the slight dissonances in the opening chords of Satie's first Gymnopédie. The care and attention Pagk 
lavishes on his paintings, his satiny, almost licked surfaces, show an artisanal sense of self-effacing craft; not to 
the extent of effacing the premise of a maker – Pagk's surfaces are not the featureless, machine made skins of 
Minimalism – but only so far as to avoid loading every gesture with the burden of self-expression.  

It is perhaps not accidental that his work brings to mind Satie's reimaginings of Greek dances or that one of his 
paintings uses the colors of Greek vases, or that he seems to possess a Classical belief in the inherent value of 
good geometry. There is a stillness and grace to Pagk's work that seems to owe more to a memory of Greek 
civilization than to any modern painter. Of course, he is in the tradition of Barnett Newman and Gottlieb's 
pictographic period, as well as recalling the early paintings of Jannis Kounellis and some New Image painters of 
the late 70s (minus the image), but these echoes do not tell us that much about his work and intentions. What 
strikes one most in Pagk's paintings is the abundance of patience, both the patience of their making and the 
patience of how they present themselves to us. Like Brice Marden's monochromes, but in a way all their own, 
Pagk's paintings need a good deal of time to achieve their full effect. This willingness to wait, this lack of anxiety 
about the audience's attention span, is remarkable in so young a painter. (Possibly it is Pagk's mixed cultural 
background, his position as a “French" painter actually English and Czech–transplanted from Paris to New 
York that helps him take such a long view.) The generally somber, muted colors add to the atmosphere of 
deliberate grace. 

To the casual observer, for whom they care little, Pagk's paintings may seem quite straightforward, “classic" 
(rather than “classical") abstract paintings, offering no startling new development in the history of painting. 
While it is true that they are neither “last" nor “first" paintings, it is equally true that they have their own secrets 
and that these are well-guarded. Like inscriptions in an ancient language, they seem prepared to wait millennia 
if necessary before the world takes cognizance of their importance, their hidden wisdom, their arcane 
knowledge, their complex system of inner harmonies. One knows that, regardless, Paul Pagk will carry on 
constructing his human-scaled pantheons stroke by stroke, that no matter what, his paintings will continue to 
emit their quiet glow, like epistemological batteries, yet also one hopes that, as much for our sake as for theirs, 
they will emerge further, like excavated temples or salvaged marble statues, perhaps to assist at some 
unexpected rebirth.  

Originally published in Paul Pagk’s Painting and Drawings (New York: Thread Waxing Space, 1991) 




